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Then Amundsen told of his past expeditions, speaking longer
upon the subject than I ever knew him to do again. As he talked,
I saw he was making a favourable impression. Amundsen bred
confidence. You knew by looking at him that here was a man
who could take care of himself under any conditions.
"What about the dangers?" Father finally interrupted him.
Amundsen replied, in substance, as he had replied years before
to a newspaper reporter, upon returning from the South Pole.
The chief dangers of polar exploration could be discounted by
making provision for them in advance. Unexpected dangers were
no greater than those to which sailors, fishermen, and men in other
ordinary walks of life were subjected.
Father looked at Amundsen sharply and said: "Suppose I don't
help you? What will you do?"
That was the first intimation he gave that he was even consider-
ing our proposition. I held my breath for Amundsen's reply. The
old explorer had had too many discouragements in his life to be
downcast by this implied one. Slowly and patiently he said in
his broken English:
"Well, Mr. Ellsworth, I will do what I have always done. I will
get along some way."
This statement completely predisposed my father toward
Amundsen, and I may add that he never afterwards lost confidence
in him. Before I could realise what was happening, Father offered
to back us. It was a question of how much money. This we were
not prepared to say so abruptly. Amundsen, however, had given
much thought to costs and could give a general estimate. As a
nucleus we would have to have two planes, specially built ones
capable of landing on ice or water, powered with good engines,
having adequate flying range. Such ships should cost about forty
thousand dollars apiece.
Before Amundsen could go on further, Father broke in with
the statement that he would put up $85,000. We ceased to argue.
With $85,000 we were a long distance on our way to the unknown
Arctic.
It all had to be put into writing, for that was Father's way—
a contract, legally drawn. But when we met the following after-
noon to complete this formality, Father had already begun to

